
             Prita Lee Lesson School, Kapurthala     
                                      Grade - V

      Subject: Science
                                      Worksheet - 1

Topic - Plants
Name……………………Section…………..Roll no……….
1) Name the following.
 a) Two plants that are grown from roots……………,………...
b) Two plants that grown from stems……………….,…………
c) Two seeds that are dispersed by explosion………….,……….
d) Two examples of kharif crops……………….,………………
2)  Multiple choice questions.
    a) Seeds are present inside
       (i) Leaves       (ii) fruits         (iii) flowers           (iv) roots
    b) Maple and cotton seeds are dispersed by
      (i) Wind          (ii) water         (iii) animals          (iv) birds
    c) Where do seedlings get its food from?
       (i) Stem         (ii) roots          (iii) leaves              (iv) cotyledons
3) Label the diagram.
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PRITA LEE LESSON SCHOOL, KAPURTHALA
SUBJECT : MATHS

Grade : V
WORKSHEET-1

1. Write the number names of the following:, 

(a) 1,10,11,234                                                                                                                                 

(b) 6, 05,01,378                                                                                                                                 

(c) 9,99,99,999                                                                                                                                 

2. Write the numbers, mark the periods with commas:

(a) Seven lakh twenty two thousand one hundred.                                                                 

(b) Sixty eight thousand nine hundred eighty six.                                                                 

(c) Two crore five lakh twenty thousand two.                                                                 

3. Write the expanded form of each number:

(a) 31,24,056.                                                                                                                                 

(b) 1,75,211.                                                                                                                                 

(c) 47,24,408.                                                                                                                                 

4. Make the smallest and greatest numbers by using the given digits:

(a) 1, 8, 3, 0, 2, 7, 5

Greatest Number                                  Smallest Number                                 

(b) 5, 1, 9, 3, 8, 2, 4

Greatest Number                                  Smallest Number                                 

5. Convert the following to roman numbers:

(a) 64                                 (b) 30                                 

(c) 178                                 (d) 90                                 

6. Convert the following into Hindu – Arabic Numbers:

(a) XC                                 (b) LXXC                                 

(c) LXXIV                                 (d) CDL                                 



PRITA LEE LESSON SCHOOL, Kapurthala

Subject. - S.S.T                                                                 Grade -5th

Name. ____________                                                  Roll no. __________

Worksheet 1

Lesson – Motions of Earth



PRITA LEE LESSON SCHOOL, KAPURTHALA 
GRADE V                  SUBJECT: ENGLISH

WORKSHEET 1 (SENTENCES)
NAME…………..…..…...ROLLNO…….….…SEC………..

Match each word to its definition. You may need to consult a dictionary to complete this activity.

1) bestow A) lasting a long time

2) abolish B) great size, volume, or scale

3) chronic C) to give or present something to someone

4) confront D) to eat up quickly or hungrily

5) devour E) to happen at the same time

6) disintegrate F) to dry up or shrivel

7) magnitude G) an arched roof or ceiling

8) pacifist H) to separate or withdraw from an organization

9) recede I)  to face someone or something in challenge, to oppose

              10)Secede    J) someone who is against fighting and wars

    11)synchronize    K) to put an end to something, to destroy

    12) vault                 L) to break into small pieces, parts, or elements 

    13) wither     M) to move away from or go back from a certain point

N) to break into small parts , pieces ,or elements

O) to put an end to something, to destroy

P) to move away from or go back from a certain point
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Use  a  dictionary  to write the definitions of each character, trait, word below. Then fill in 
the blanks using the correct character, trait, word from the list.

1) obedient -                                                                                                                                                                 

2) apologetic -                                                                                                                                                              

3) fidgety -                                                                                                                                                                    

4) secretive -                                                                                                                                                                 

5) efficient -                                                                                                                                                                  

6) impolite -                                                                                                                                                                  

7) cooperative -                                                                                                                                                             

8) Samuel was                                            for reaching late at theparty.

9) The debris was cleaned off of the yard because everyone was                                                         .

10) The receptionist was prompt and                                                   in handling the inquires.

11) Mom scolded the teenager because of his                                                     behavior towards his teacher.

12) The                                           toddler appeared distracted as soon as he saw an ice-cream truck.

13) The trainer offered treat  to the puppy for being so                                                       .

14) The actor preferred to stay                                                 about his familylife.
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